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Abstract Developments in technology have made new proactive fraud detection techniques possible. One approach using technology that appears to be effective in detecting fraud against organizations is a combination of deductive reasoning and technology---a method we call strategic fraud detection. This paper presents a model formalizing and describing the strategic fraud detection approach and shows how the use of information systems and technology provide effective ways to detect fraud. The model includes the following six stages: (1) understanding the business, (2) identifying all possible frauds that could occur, (3) cataloging possible symptoms for each type of fraud, (4) using technology to gather data about symptoms, (5) analyzing and refining results, and (6) investigating identified symptoms. Two optional steps of (7) following up on suspected frauds and (8) automating fraud detection procedures are also discussed. Two case studies---one of known fraud and one of unknown fraud---are used to build and test the approach. The case studies provide evidence that, while needing additional testing, the strategic fraud detection method described in this paper is effective in the early detection of fraud.
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I. Introduction Fraud detection is becoming increasingly important to managers of organizations, to internal and external auditors, and to regulators. Recent events, such as revelations of fraud-related problems at HealthSouth, Enron, and WorldCom, and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act stress the importance of early detection of fraud. Financial statement frauds have weakened investor confidence in corporate financial statements, led to a decrease in market capitalization, and have contributed to four of the 10 largest bankruptcies in history3. Because a $1 fraud against an organization reduces net income by $1 and because organizations usually have profit margins (net income / revenues) of 10 to 20 percent, additional revenue of 5 to 10 times the amount of the fraud must usually be generated to restore net income to its pre-fraud level. For example, a major automobile manufacturing company had a $436 million fraud a few years ago. At the time, the company's profit margin was just under 10 percent, meaning that additional revenues of approximately $4.36 billion had to be generated to bring net income to what it would have been without the fraud. Assuming automobiles sell for an average price of $20,000 each, the company had to make and sell 218,000 additional automobiles to restore net income to its pre-fraud amount. If this fraud had been proactively detected earlier, the fraud loss would have been much smaller and the effect on the firm much less severe. It is because frauds are so costly that statement on Auditing Standards No. 99 (AICPA 2002)—recently issued by 3



WorldCom, at $102 billion, and Enron, at $63 billion, are the first and second largest bankruptcies in history. Global Crossing, at $26 billion, and Adelphia, at $25 billion, are the fifth and sixth largest bankruptcies in history.



the American Institute of Certified Fraud Examiners—requires auditors to assess the risk of material misstatement in financial statements due to fraud.



II. Case of Known Fraud Several years ago, a senior vice president of a bank embezzled nearly $14 million over a 16-year period4. When the fraud was discovered through a customer complaint, the bank sued its external auditors for negligence in not detecting the fraud. The fraud had been committed by manipulating, looting and abusing customer accounts and maintaining several slush accounts with sufficient funds to handle problems when customers complained. To determine whose responsibility it was to detect the fraud, a strategic approach was used. For this fraud, the various kinds of symptoms5 that could have been present were identified and catalogued. Once the possible symptoms were known, 16 years of bank records (from microfiche and corporate databases) were combined into a searchable database. Using the searchable database, queries for possible symptoms previously identified were made. The actual symptoms that were found are listed in Appendix A. All of the listed symptoms pointed to one member of management---the guilty senior vice president---as the perpetrator6. With this case, it was already known that
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This was an actual case where one of the authors was an expert witness. Fraud symptoms can be divided into six categories: (1) document or record symptoms, (2) analytical symptoms---things that are too large, too small, unusual or out of the ordinary, (3) internal control symptoms---overrides of internal controls, (4) lifestyle symptoms---increases in lifestyle or exhorbitant spending, (5) behavioral symptoms---changes in one's behavior to cope with the stress of being dishonest, and (6) tips and complaints (Albrecht, 2003). 6 In the case regarding auditor negligence, it was shown that if any one of these symptoms would have been recognized and pursued, the fraud could have been detected much earlier and been significantly smaller. It was also shown that most, if not all, of these symptoms were more obvious to bank employees and members of management (because they were found on reports used by officers to manage the bank) than to the external auditors. The outcome of this case was on the morning of the first day of trial, the 5
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fraud had been committed. The search of bank records for fraud symptoms was for the purpose of determining who should have detected the fraud. Using technology to find symptoms revealed evidence so strong that there remained little doubt that a fraud had been committed, who the perpetrator was and who should have detected the fraud. This case indicates that appropriate use of technology can provide help in analyzing fraud that has already occurred. The important question, however, is whether a similar, technology-based, statistical approach can be used to detect fraud against organizations that hasn't yet been discovered and where no knowledge or suspicion (predication) that fraud is being committed exists.



III.Literature Review and Purpose of Paper A search of the academic literature found few studies describing the use of technology to proactively detect fraud or the articulation of a model describing proactive, technology-based fraud detection. In 2000, Nieschwietz, et al., published a comprehensive literature review of empirical fraud-related audit research. This paper cites 35 empirical studies on fraud detection in the audit, accounting, and general business literature. It places the studies into the following four groups: •



8 studies on fraud predictors (effectiveness of red flags in predicting fraud)



•



11 studies on unaided fraud risk assessments (how well auditors assess audit risk associated with fraud)



•



6 studies on mechanically-aided fraud risk assessments (how well auditors assess audit risk associated with fraud when aided by checklists, expert systems, or other means)



presiding judge called attorneys for both the plaintiffs and defense into his chambers. He told the attorneys that based upon expert reports he had read, he believed that the defense’s case was much stronger than the plaintiffs. By the end of the first day, the case was settled.
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•



10 studies on audit plans and fraud detection (how audit plans are modified—or not modified—due to increased risk of fraud)



The review article cited no studies on technology-assisted analysis of data to find financial statement or internal fraud7. A search of the literature since 2000 reveals a similar focus in current research (Knapp and Knapp 2001; Shelton, et al. 2001; Albrecht, et. al 2001a). Despite the lack of empirical work conducted to detect fraud using technology, some limited work has been done. This work is described in the following paragraphs. Several decades ago, Deloitte and Touche conducted internal research into the use of statistical methods to focus on abnormal data. This research culminated into a product, Statistical Techniques for Analytical Review (STAR), which identified significant fluxuations in data that warranted further information. The STAR research has since been integrated into AuditSystem/2. Blocher and Willingham (1988) published a chapter on using computers to conduct analytical procedures. Their research was general to audit techniques and not specific to fraud detection. However, they included a section on using regression modeling for trending and analysis of data. More recently, information on Benford’s Law and Digital Analysis has surfaced in the literature. Albrecht, et al. (2001b) discussed using digital analysis to locate companies billing fraudulent invoice amounts to other organizations. Nigrini (1999) discusses the use of digital analysis in accounts payable data, estimations in the general ledger, inventories, payments, and refunds. In addition, Nigrini gives a general history of 7



We classify fraud into two groups: 1) fraud against organizations, such as employee embezzlement, vendor fraud, and customer fraud; and 2) frauds on behalf of organizations, such as misstatement of financial statements in order to achieve higher reported earnings, revenues, or assets, or to hide debt from investors.
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Benford’s Law. Hill (1996) describes Benford’s Law and makes reference to Nigrini’s use of digital analysis for accounting in his Ph.D. thesis. Finally, Albrecht, et al. (2001b) described a case study where technology was used to find fraud in a major oil refinery. While several frauds were found, the paper stopped short of proposing a model for the use of technology. In addition, the study targeted fraud within an organization rather than within financial statements. Despite the initial interest in technology-based fraud-detection techniques, little work has been done (other than digital analysis) in recent literature. The wide availability of online and corporate data and the increasing limits of modern computers suggest it may be time to revisit fraud detection techniques from a technological perspective. Auditors are concerned about assessing fraud risk accurately because of the high cost associated with too much or too little investigation. Doing too much investigation when fraud is not present adds little economic value; failure to investigate sufficiently when fraud is present usually results in significant or even catastrophic costs (Palmrose 1987; Nieschwietz, et al. 2000). The previous statement includes the hidden assumption that fraud investigation is expensive. If, with the use of technology and simple, definable models, this cost can be driven down, auditors may be able to incorporate fraud detection into routine audit procedures without adding significant costs. The purpose of this paper is to formalize a strategic, technology-based fraud detection model and explore its elements. We begin by discussing why proactive fraud detection is so important. Next, we present the formalized model. Key technology issues are identified and discussed, including data extraction and warehousing, data
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analysis for fraud detection, and investigation. We conclude by summarizing briefly a proactive application of this model to detect unknown fraud.



IV.



Fraud-Fighting Activities Fraud-fighting activities can be grouped into three primary categories: prevention,



detection, and investigation. Fraud prevention includes such activities as designing corporate fraud policies, creating internal audit departments, implementing internal controls, whistle-blower systems, and publicizing fraud occurrences. Investigation involves steps taken to answer the questions of who, how, when, and why once fraud is suspected or “fraud predication” is present. Fraud detection---the subject of this paper---includes both proactive and reactive activities targeted at finding the first indication that fraud might be occurring or undertaken to develop a “predication of fraud”. Most traditional fraud detection methods are reactive in nature---that is, they are initiated by tips or complaints, control overrides, or other indicators that someone observes or hears. Proactive fraud detection involves aggressively targeting specific types of fraud and searching for their indicators, symptoms, or red flags. Early fraud detection is critical because the sizes of most frauds increase geometrically over time as perpetuators gain confidence that their schemes are not being detected.8
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As an example of the importance of early fraud detection, consider case of Yasuo Hamanaka, a copper trader for Sumitomo Trading Company of Japan. In 1996, he was convicted of committing fraud totaling approximately $2.6 billion. Mr. Hamanaka, widely thought to be a trading genius, supposedly controlled 5 percent of the world's copper market and 50 percent of the copper futures traded on the London Metals Exchange. Unfortunately, Mr. Hamanaka was not a genius at all but a rogue trader, and many of his trades were fictitious, causing tremendous losses for his company. His fictitious trading had been going on for several years, starting quite small in the late 1980s and eventually increasing to several hundred million dollars a year before he was caught in 1996.
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V. Proactive Fraud Detection Fraud detection can be categorized into technology-base and non-technologybased methods. Figure 1 further categorizes technology-related methods into the following two categories: (1) Computerized traditional methods and (2) strategic methods. Strategic methods can be subdivided into those that (2a) focus on people, and (2b) focus on transactions and reports. Focusing on people includes methods such as using artificial intelligence techniques and fuzzy logic to score personnel profiles or matching individuals against known `bad guy' lists. Focusing on transactions involves searching records and databases for fraud symptoms relating to sales, purchasing, payment, receipt, borrowing, or other types of transactions. Today's widespread use of relational and other databases to store transactions creates new opportunities to proactively search for fraud in businesses. In previous years, fraud audit techniques such as discovery sampling have been computerized to increase their efficiency. However, just as the computerization of traditional corporate processes at the dawn of the computer age did little to make those processes more effective (Hammer 1990), traditional fraud detection methods require a “business process reegineering” effort to fully utilize the power of modern computers and the large, rich data stores available to researchers. FIGURE 1 HERE



Mr. Hamanaka was first employed in the copper trading division of Sumitomo Corporation in the mid-1980s. Copper trading had not been profitable, and another employee began creating fictitious, offthe-books transactions to make the division look more profitable. Before retiring, this employee brought Mr. Hamanaka into the fraud. Hamanaka was much more successful than the previous perpetrator in “managing” the fraud so it wouldn't be detected by his colleagues. Through a series of complicated swap, hedge, and other types of derivatives and futures transactions, he was able to fool his superiors at Sumitomo into believing he was making huge profits for the company. In Hamanaka’s first year, the fraud totaled about $400,000. In year 2, it was $3-4 million. In year 3, it had grown to about $80 million. In year four, the fraud was nearly $500 million. Finally, in year 7— when he was caught—the total fraud was approximately $2.6 billion. Early detection would have prevented most of these losses.
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VI.



The Strategic Method of Fraud Detection Traditional fraud detection typically begins with an indication or anomaly that



something isn't right, such as anonymous tips, unusual financial statement relationships, or control overrides. These indicators, often called red flags, provide predication that fraud may exist. Management, auditors or fraud examiners investigate these indicators with additional research, computer queries, or interviews to determine whether red flags represent real fraud or are being caused by other factors. This approach can be viewed as an inductive method: it begins with anomalies brought to someone's attention and continues by researching additional events and data until it is determined that fraud may be causing the indicators. It is followed by investigations to determine what the actual nature of the anomalies are. As was illustrated in the known bank fraud example at the beginning of the paper, and as was validated using the fraud detection case described briefly at the end of this paper, current technology and widespread use of electronic databases to record transactions have made it possible to reverse traditional methods--starting with specific fraud types and moving forward to determine whether indicators or red flags of those specific frauds exist. It is now possible to specifically target different types of frauds, analyze entire populations, and zero in on fraud before traditional indicators become egregious enough to be observed. This method is called the strategic method of fraud detection. This method is a proactive approach that targets industry- and companyspecific fraud anomalies and patterns and mines data for indicators of specific fraud types. Figure 2 describes the six steps involved in the Strategic Fraud Detection Model. FIGURE 2 HERE 10



Understand The Business (Step 1) In traditional, inductive fraud detection, fraud examiners typically do not have any specific fraud in mind; rather, they see or learn of an event or anomaly that provides predication and prompts investigation. Quite differently, the strategic process starts with an understanding of the business or unit being examined. Since each business environment is different--even within the same industry or firm--fraud detection is largely an analytical process. The same fraud detection procedures cannot be applied generically to all businesses or even to different units of the same organization. Rather than rely upon generic fraud detection methods or generic queries, examiners must gain intimate knowledge of each specific organization and its processes. Having a detailed understanding underlies the entire strategic fraud detection process. Understanding processes in an organization or unit is similar to the activities undertaken when performing business process reengineering. Appendix B identifies some of the common methods used to understand business processes (Pressman 1997).



Identify Possible Frauds That Could Exist (Step 2) Once fraud examiners feel confident that they understand the business, they must determine what possible frauds might exist or could occur in the operation being examined. This risk assessment step requires an understanding of the nature of different frauds, how they occur, and what symptoms they exhibit. The fraud identification process begins by conceptually dividing the business unit into its individual functions. Most businesses or even subunits are simply too large and diverse for examiners to consider simultaneously. Dividing the business into its individual functions helps focus the
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detection process. For example, examiners might decide to focus directly on the manufacturing plant, the collections department, or the purchasing function. In this step, people involved in the business functions are interviewed. Fraud examiners ask questions such as: Who are the players? What types of employees, vendors, or contractors are involved? How do insiders and outsiders interact with each another? What types of fraud could be committed against the company or on behalf of the company? How could employees or management acting alone commit fraud? How could vendors or customers acting alone commit fraud? How could vendors or customers working in collusion with employees commit fraud? During this stage, the fraud detection team should brainstorm potential frauds by type and player. The likely occurrence of the various frauds should be considered, and a laundry list of frauds that will be considered is developed.



Catalog Possible Fraud Symptoms For Each Type of Fraud (Step 3) Fraud is a crime that is rarely seen. Rather, only fraud symptoms are observed. Unfortunately, what often appears to be a fraud symptom ends up being explained by other, non-fraud factors. For example, a company's accounts receivable balance may be increasing at a rate that appears unrealistically high. While this increase could be the result of fraud, the increasing receivables balance could be the result of major customers having financial difficulties or a change in credit terms. This step of the strategic approach involves carefully considering whether variations of the six types of symptoms could be present in the cataloged frauds identified
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in Step 2. A matrix, tree diagram, or brainstorming map can be created that correlates specific symptoms with specific possible frauds. For example, kickbacks from vendors to buyers might be characterized as shown in Figure 3. FIGURE 3 HERE



Use Technology to Gather Data About Symptoms (Step 4) Once symptoms are defined and correlated with specific frauds, supporting data are extracted from corporate databases and other sources. While we focus our discussion of this step on relational databases (because of their popularity), data can be similarly extracted from most types of data stores. While traditional fraud-search procedures have prescribed sampling of data, technology-based fraud-detection queries should be run against full transaction populations. Any summarization or sampling that is done to the data before the queries are executed limits the power of the detection process. Because even significant frauds can occur in very few transactions, the use of sampling potentially misses fraudulent records (sampling error) and circumvents the ability of computers to quickly analyze full populations. In conducting this step, fraud examiners should be prepared for bureaucracies and rules that make it difficult to gain direct access to databases. Limiting direct data access to users is well intentioned and critical in organizations. Such limits prevent users from corrupting data or viewing information they should not have access to. However, fraud examiners using the strategic detection approach need to access and analyze all information in a given system. Permission and support of upper management in gaining access is very important for successful detection efforts. Fraud teams should consider 13



including a member of the IT staff who already understands the system and can provide access. To effectively design and implement symptom queries, a technology expert should be part of the fraud detection team. This person must be skilled in two areas: database programming and fraud principles. Skill in database programming is this person's primary reason for being included on the detection team. He or she must access databases and understand relationships between data. This access requires an understanding of relational theory, mainframe and/or Unix operating systems, and scripting languages. In addition, this person must have some understanding of fraud principles to effectively contribute to the fraud detection team. Technology experts may identify new fraud symptoms as they extract and analyze data from previous queries. Because of the large size of typical organizational data stores, many queries are actually composed of several extractions combined with algorithms programmed in scripting languages. The technology expert should understand at least one scripting language, such as Visual Basic, Perl, Python, or PowerBuilder, to automate repetitive tasks on transaction sets.



Analyze and Refine Results (Step 5) Once relevant data are retrieved, they should be compared against expectations and models. Since very large data sets--normally composed of thousands of smaller subsets--are often analyzed, computer programs should be written to perform automated analyses. These algorithms examine records and highlight anomalies, unknown values, suggestive trends, or outliers that can then be analyzed directly by examiners.
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While specific analyses are unique to the business being examined and the type of fraud being searched for, most searches include time series models. This is because fraud is often discovered by examining changes over time. Historical patterns within the data, rather than outside factors, often set the standard that data are measured against. Sharp and unexpected increases in spending, purchases, or labor often signal possible fraud. Some analyses will prescribe an expected data distribution. For example, a company might have a policy of no overtime---meaning that an employee working 60 hours per week for several consecutive weeks should be investigated. More commonly, however, a company's historical trends in the data set the norm. Rather than research these trends manually, algorithms should be written to automatically calculate the averages or expected patterns. Generated norms often provide more consistent and reliable measures than norms established through other means. In effect, generated norms allow the data to “speak for themselves”. While traditional mechanisms of gathering and analyzing data are often cost prohibitive, the effective use of technology will mitigate this problem. The authors are currently creating an open-source, data extraction and analysis package called Picalo9 that will automate common tests for fraud. Picalo goes beyond traditional audit software (such as ACL and IDEA) by focusing specifically on fraud-related analyses. Future work will test whether applications such as Picalo can dramatically decrease detection cost while maintaining detection success. In addition, Picalo will provide a means for research into efficient and effective methods and patterns of fraud detection to be encapsulated, tested, and refined.



9



http://www.picalo.org/
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Investigate Symptoms (Step 6) Once anomalies are highlighted and determined to be indicators of fraud, they are investigated either using traditional or technology-based approaches. Investigation of leads should only be done on anomalies that cannot be explained through continued analysis. Many times traditional investigation into symptoms provides new insights that allow further refinement of algorithms and queries. Information about one anomaly often clears up other highlighted results. These serve to “purify” the computer-based methods and provide increasingly meaningful results.



Follow Up and Iterate the Cycle (Optional Step 7) Fraud examiners should follow up on all identified symptoms. While finding fraud is certainly the primary objective of follow up efforts, the process often highlights control weaknesses, ineffective systems, undocumented policies, and data errors. Each of these anomalies can be corrected to make company processes more efficient and effective. Follow-up not only involves eliminating control weaknesses and fixing system, but also involves dealing with perpetrators in ways that discourage future fraudulent acts (Albrecht 2003). The fraud detection process described thus far provides valuable information that helps investigators, auditors, and managers better understand a business and the types of frauds that could be occurring.



After the cycle has been completed, the detection team



should review what has been learned and determine how it can be improved. With greater understanding, new tools, and a set of tested algorithms, the strategic fraud
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detection process can be started again. Each iteration through the process should be more efficient and effective than prior ones. The end result is a mature, tested process for detecting fraud and other anomalies.



Automate Detection Procedures (Optional Step 8) Since much of the detection process is computerized, subsequent iterations are normally faster because analyses, algorithms, and models are already programmed. As analyses become more and more refined, they can be integrated directly into business processes. They can be programmed into new systems to stop problems at the time of data entry or transaction. They can be used to prevent anomalies before they occur. In addition, detective measures can be run at specified periods automatically. They can be run against databases during off-peak hours to minimize their effect on corporate systems. Procedures can be programmed to highlight errors and send results to security personnel. For example, each week a different analysis could be run during the weekend and e-mailed to a corporate security team member for review on Monday morning.



VII. Case Study: Oil Refinery To determine if unknown fraud could be proactively detected as effectively as known fraud, the strategic method of fraud detection was tested in one of the world's largest oil refineries10. The oil refinery case study was described in detail in Albrecht, et al. (Albrecht, et al. 2001b). Since the major purposes of this paper are to (1) formalize the



10



The iterative and exploratory nature of the oil refinery case helped us develop the model presented in this paper.
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strategic fraud detection model and (2) discuss the use of technology and information systems in detecting fraud, we will provide only a brief summary of the case study here. Testing the strategic method of fraud detection at the oil refinery began with a series of team meetings to understand the oil refinery environment. The team included a fraud detection expert, the corporate security director, and a database programmer. The refinery workers included tens of thousands of company and contract employees---many of whom were second- and third-generation employees who had formed strong and nearly impenetrable personal networks. Most work at the plant was completed by contract companies rather than refinery employees. The refinery provided a rich data environment because of the use of electronic information and large databases. During the period studied, the refinery had over 40 contracts with at least $1 million in transactions, over 240 contractors with transactions totaling at least $100,000 and nearly 2,000 contractors in total. There were over 47,000 invoices during the test period. Once the refinery business was understood by all team members, possible frauds were catalogued. Since most work was completed by contract companies, we decided to focus our efforts on the types of fraud that could be committed by contractors. For each fraud identified, possible fraud symptoms were catalogued and searches and heuristics to use technology to look for the symptoms were determined.



Using Technology to Gather Data About Symptoms While the team was completing the first phases of the strategic method, it concurrently worked to achieve direct access to the refinery's databases. Because of the sensitivity of these databases, the programmer was only able to gain access after 18



convincing high-level executives why direct access was critically important. Once connected, the database programmer learned the data schema and determined the types of queries that could be run. The team used several platforms to run queries, including Java, PowerBuilder, Paradox, and Perl. A time engine was constructed to iteratively run time-based queries that often took several hours to complete. Results were normally stored in ad-hoc data warehouses created from middle-level database platforms such as Paradox or MySQL. These results were often compilations of data pulled from various corporate servers. Determining actual queries to run to search for red flags involved extensive discussions with firm personnel, successive iterations, sensitivity analysis, and development of occasional hueristics to approximate suspected frauds.



Analyze and Refine Results Once the data for a given search were stored in an appropriate warehouse, the team analyzed data subsets for specified patterns. Normally, expected patterns (such as average price for specific products) were generated directly from the data rather than from outside sources. Subsets were compared with these averages for anomalies. Some queries highlighted transactions that were beyond two or three standard deviations from the norm. Other queries looked for changes in costs over time (after the x-axis had been standardized across time). Counts for the number of anomalies found for each contractor, work team, corporate buyer, or corporate approver were calculated for each subset. Sorting of transactions by counts provided insight into potential problems and possible frauds. When queries produced too many red flags to allow effective investigation, queries were 19



refined and intervals were tightened to produce more egregious results. In some cases statistical models, such as multiple regression and time series analysis, were used to combine data from different systems and compute expectations and norms. When the analysis was complete (after numerous iterations and refinements), 26 possible frauds were identified. For each of these frauds, corporate security and internal audit were told where to look, which days and employees or contractors to focus on, what the nature of the suspected fraud was, and the types of symptoms we found. Appendix C includes some of the most egregious symptoms identified. Corporate security and internal audit then investigated the laser-like evidence to see if actual fraud was being committed or whether the “symptoms” were being caused by other factors. As they pursued the symptoms, they often found control weaknesses and data errors that, while not representing actual fraud, needed to be improved and corrected. Other symptoms produced legitimate, non-fraud explanations. Most, however, represented actual fraud that was costing the company tremendous amounts of money, over $1 million in one case. When one “fraudulent” contractor was notified about the “possible fraud,” it immediately wrote the company a check for several hundred thousand dollars



VIII. Conclusion and Limitations The strategic method of fraud is an effective way to detect and describe both known and unknown frauds. When used proactively to detect unknown fraud, it provides laser-like accuracy that allows for much more efficient investigation than the traditional shotgun approaches that have been used in the past. Disadvantages of the strategic method are (1) that it is more expensive to implement than reactive and inductive fraud
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detection methods and (2) it requires significantly more effort and expertise from team members. With repeated applications, however, economies of scale can be gained and fraud detection approaches can be automated. It is most suited to entities that have large, digital data stores and the ability to support this larger effort. In this paper, the strategic approach was used to detect fraud against organizations---one by a bank vice president and another by contractors against an oil refinery. In the future, we will determine whether this deductive approach can be used to detect financial statement fraud This strategic method of fraud detection provides new power to fraud examiners than traditional methods cannot provide. It is a custom-tailored, full-population analysis directed at specific types of fraud. Using this method, fraud examiners and managements do not have to wait for “chance” indications or red flags of fraud to appear before investigative action is taken. The strategic method allows proactive detection of fraud before significant damage is done.
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Appendix A: Symptoms of Known Fraud Case The following symptoms were found in the known fraud case: •



Exception reports, reflecting fraudulent transactions that exhibited unusual, atypical and otherwise questionable patters of supervisor overrides, transactions with no apparent business purpose, and transactions involving unusually large amounts. This symptom came from internally used bank records and occurred at least 221 times.



•



Journal vouchers containing only one signature or incorrect information and/or reflecting transfers between different customers' accounts. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 22 times.



•



Deposit slips completed by the fraud perpetrator with missing information, incomplete customer names or where the name of the depositor did not match the name on the passbook and/or the account name in the bank's records. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 56 times.



•



Deposits and withdrawals exceeding $5,000 in the perpetrator's passbook account. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at last 90 times.



•



Withdrawal vouchers completed by the fraud perpetrator missing customer names or signatures and/or containing incomplete or inaccurate information. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 35 times.



•



Bank checks reflecting transfers between different customers' accounts or checks with altered dates. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 22 times.



•



Withdrawal vouchers and checks containing purported customer signatures by the fraud perpetrator readily distinguishable upon comparison from the customer's signature. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 73 times.



•



Withdrawal vouchers completed by the perpetrator showing a different name from the account name. This symptom occurred on internally used bank records and occurred at least 60 times.



•



Large negative available balances in slush and other customer accounts. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 15 times.



•



Split deposits of customer funds between accounts of different customers and/or deposits of customer checks where the fraud perpetrator received cash back. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 9 times.



•



CDs closed prematurely with proceeds placed in lower interest-bearing passbook accounts, sometimes with large penalties. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 42 times.



•



Customers not being present when accounts were opened and closed or when transactions were affected in the account. This symptom occurred on internally used bank records and occurred numerous times in 26 different slush accounts.



•



Large withdrawals of cash by the fraud perpetrator from customer accounts. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred at least 221 times.



•



The mailing of customer account statements to the fraud perpetrator's home instead of to the customer, without written authorization. This symptom was found on internally used bank records and occurred in at least 40 different accounts.
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Appendix B: Methods Used to Understand Business Process •



Include an experienced business employee on the detection team. An employee who has worked within an organization already has intimate knowledge of its history and processes. He or she can provide valuable insights throughout the detection process that cannot be gained easily through other methods listed below.



•



Tour the business, department, or plant. Depending upon the type of unit or business, examiners should take detailed tours of the business operations. Such tours might include observing departmental employees and processes for several days. While examiners can rarely spend the time needed to gain the level of understanding of an organization that employees have, detailed observations can often provide a relatively effective proxy for this knowledge.



•



Become familiar with competitor processes. If possible, examiners should investigate and try to understand competitor processes to learn best practices and to calibrate norms and expectations. Seeing how other organizations operate similar processes and what typical levels or outputs are helps identify potential control weaknesses in the organizational unit being researched and helps pinpoint anomalies that are unusual given industry performance.



•



Interview key personnel. Interviews provide valuable information about process strengths and weaknesses. Interviews should span entire organizational hierarchies, from top management to line employees. Differences in views between different levels of management and employees often provide valuable insights into the organization.



•



Analyze financial statements and other documents. Financial statement analysis and other document reviews provide information about the financial state of the organization, the flow of information through the organization, and control weaknesses that may exist.



•



Work with auditors and security personnel. Experienced auditors or security personnel can usually provide independent knowledge regarding risk that employees may not be aware of or able to verbalize effectively. In fact, we suggest that a strategic fraud-detection team always include auditors and/or security personnel.
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Appendix C: Symptoms Identified in Oil Refinery Case The following fraud symptoms (red flags) were identified using the proactive method described in this paper. 1. In searching for dollar amount, number and percentage of returned items by vendor, three suspicious vendors surfaced. The refinery was rejecting over 50 percent of goods received from these vendors due to poor quality. Two of these were small suppliers, but one represented a purchase relationship with one of the refinery's largest vendors. 2. When searching for multiple invoices for the same item description by vendor, 6 invoices were all found for the same amounts from the same vendor on the same day all for $1,044,000. We also found three invoices from the same vendor, on the same day, for the same items, each for $900,000. 3. Using various combinations of red flags, we found four companies that appeared to be committing large-scale contractor fraud. The refinery is no longer transacting business with two of these vendors and is pursuing recovery of amounts for possible fraud. 4. When searching for price increases greater than 30 percent per year for four consecutive years, we found one company that had increased prices 581,700 percent and another that had increased prices during the four-year period by 331,879 percent. In total, there were 35 companies that had increased prices over 1,000 percent and 202 companies that had raised prices over 100 percent. 5. No incidences were found where employee and vendor telephone numbers were the same but there were 6 employees who had the same addresses as vendors. 6. There were 319 vendors with common names and addresses. All but two of these could be explained in ways other than fraud. 7. When searching for vendors not listed in the master file, one unapproved vendor was found from which the company purchased $791,268 of services. Purchases from all other unapproved vendors were for less than $10,000. 8. There were 20 purchases over $100,000 where the quantity paid for was greater than the quantity received. 9. In searching for high volume purchases by vendor, there was only one vendor with unusually high transactions. The company paid $56,201 for items with unit prices of 19 cents and 12 cents each. The company did not need anywhere near this volume of these items.
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10. Searching for contractor employees with excessive overtime was one of the most useful analyses. There were four companies whose employees were reported to have worked over 150 hours for over 20 consecutive 2-week pay periods. Employees of one company were submitting time cards from different locations for the same time periods. There was one company where employees had an average of 2,046 hours of overtime for the year. There were 10 companies that had averages of over two hundred-overtime-hour-periods per year, 388 that had some overtime, and hundreds with no overtime. 11. In examining the average rate per craft by company and employee, per-hour charges ranged from $56.11 per hour to $15.43 for the same craft. There were also 40 companies where the standard deviations for rates billed for the same craft were over 40 percent of the average rates billed. 12. There were seven companies whose invoices exceeded purchase order amounts by over $100,000. The largest difference was $713,791 on an original invoice of $21,621. 13. Searching for vendors with sequential invoices revealed 19 vendors where over 50 percent of all invoices submitted were sequential. With one vendor, over 83 percent of the invoices submitted were sequential. 14. There were three companies from which goods had been purchased with zero amount purchase orders. With all three companies, there were over 100 zeroamount invoices. 15. There were nine contractors with cost over-runs exceeding 50 percent and $100,000. The highest percentage cost over-run was 2,431 percent. 16. There were only 65 companies that could not be matched with Dun and Bradstreet listings. Except for a few incidences, purchases from non-listed companies were small.
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Figure 1: Categorization of Fraud Detection Methods
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Figure 2: Strategic Fraud Detection Approach
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Figure 3: Fraud Symptoms for Kickbacks
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